
This report looks at the following areas:

•• What types of chocolates are most consumed, and what is the frequency of
consumption?

•• How does indulgence drive chocolate consumption? When do consumers
turn to indulgent products? What do they expect from indulgent products?

•• What are the most important factors in choosing chocolates? What is the
weight of the brand in the choice? Are consumers loyal to a type of
chocolate? Do they seek innovations in the category?

•• How has the economic crisis impacted the purchase and consumption of
chocolates?

•• Which attributes are associated with different types of chocolate? Which
types of chocolate do consumers have an interest in trying? Which types of
chocolate are consumers willing to pay more for?

Consumers have changed their chocolate consumption habits due to high
inflation. Migrating to cheaper brands and reducing consumption frequency
are the main moves toward saving money. However, the strong relationship
between chocolate consumption and pleasure and satisfaction is an important
driver and continues to boost sales during the crisis.
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“Although consumers are on a
tight budget, chocolate
consumption brings them
relaxation, reward and
pleasant moments, which
encourages them to consume
chocolates, even if from
cheaper brands or less
frequently.”
– Laura Menegon – Food and
Drink Analyst, Latam
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Figure 1: Analyst outlook for the chocolate category, 2022
• Challenges
• Consumers migrate to cheaper brands
• Concern over sugar and calories can be a challenge
• Opportunities
• Individual packaging meets consumers’ demands
• Cereals can add healthiness to chocolates
• Energy-related claims may boost consumption among men
• Pairing alcoholic drinks with chocolates may offer a

relaxing experience

• High inflation impacts the entire chocolate production
chain, and markets reduce inventories

• New labeling model should impact the category
Figure 2: Maximum amount allowed of added sugar,
saturated fats and salt for nutritional labeling on the front of
packages, 2020
Figure 3: Templates for the labeling of food containing
added sugar, salt and saturated fat at or over the maximum
recommended amount – Brazil, October 2020
Figure 4: New template of the nutritional information chart

• Companies and brands
• Lacta opens store in Metaverso for Easter 2022
• KitKat presents special packaging for Rock in Rio
• Nestlé launches chocolate bars to be shared
• Bis launches special packaging for the new season of

Stranger Things with 80 units
• Sonho de Valsa and Ouro Branco get a stick version
• Wow Cacao launches a line of vegan chocolates
• Lacta’s new Intense Nuts line offers chocolates with more

nuts
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• Case Study
• Russell & Atwell innovate by offering fresh chocolate

• Individual packaging meets consumers’ demands
Figure 5: Chocolate consumption, 2022
Figure 6: Chocolate launches by subcategory, 2019-21

• Energy-related claims may boost consumption among men
Figure 7: Chocolate consumption – Selected items, by
gender, 2022

• Packaging with a variety of flavors can attract more
frequent consumers
Figure 8: Attitudes about chocolate, by chocolate
consumption frequency, 2022

• Brands must focus on wellbeing to overcome the concern
with excess sugar
Figure 9: Reasons to eat chocolate, 2022

• Pairing alcoholic drinks with chocolates may offer a
relaxing experience

• Cookies and baked goods in individual portions for self-
reward
Figure 10: Chocolate consumption, by reasons to eat
chocolate, 2022

• Quality and indulgence are essential for older consumers
Figure 11: Attitudes about chocolate, by age group, 2022

• Special editions can boost sales
Figure 12: Chocolate consumption, by attitudes about
chocolate, 2022

• Companies can invest in their most affordable brands to
keep consumer loyalty
Figure 13: Changes in consumption habits, 2022

• Private labels must invest in flavor variety to attract
frequent consumers
Figure 14: Chocolate consumption frequency, by changes in
consumption habits, 2022

CHOCOLATE CONSUMPTION AND FREQUENCY
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ATTITUDES ABOUT CHOCOLATE

CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION HABITS
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• In times of economic crisis, foreign brands can offer an
affordable special consumption experience
Figure 15: Correspondence Analysis – Principal map –
Perception about chocolate, 2022

• Formats and packaging aimed at children can boost sales
of chocolate cookies

• Cereals can add healthiness to chocolates
Figure 16: Perception about chocolate – “Healthier option,”
2022

• Market size
Figure 17: Retail sales of chocolate, by value – Brazil, 2014-22
Figure 18: Retails sales of chocolate, by volume – Brazil,
2014-22

• Market share
Figure 19: Leading companies’ market share in the retail sales
of chocolate, by value – Brazil, 2019-2020
Figure 20: Leading companies’ market share in the retail
sales of chocolate, by volume – Brazil, 2019-2020

PERCEPTION ABOUT CHOCOLATE

APPENDIX – ABBREVIATIONS
APPENDIX – MARKET SIZE AND MARKET SHARE
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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